
LD 2-1 (Train-the Trainer Room Inspection) 

LD 4-1 (Room Inspection Standards Walk-Through) 

LD 2-1 

Task:  Conduct a MRI 

Condition: Given the Blue Book, White Book, and CTM; a cadre NCO trainer; and an occupied 

fourthclass room 

Standard:  Inspect room IAW established standards, record deficiencies, and apply CTM in the 

process. 

LD 4-1 

Task: Prepare room for MRI 

Condition: Given the Blue Book and White Book 

Standard: Inspector determines room to be IAW standards or cadet makes on-the-spot 

corrections as necessary 

Concept.  During this LTP period, the 1C and 3C will be in classroom LTPs.  4C will conduct 

LD 4-1 and 2C will conduct LD 2-1 simultaneously in the barracks.  BN and Regt Staff NCOs 

will sample the training at the direction of their CSMs. 

4C will have previously prepared their rooms for MRI and will be standing by inside their rooms 

at the start of the LTP.  The 1SG will have previously paired the school year PSGs with the cadre 

PSG (Group 1), the school year 1st squad sergeants with the cadre 1st squad sergeant (Group 2), 

the school year 2nd squad sergeants with the cadre 2nd squad sergeant (Group 3), and the school 

year 3rd squad sergeants with the cadre 3rd squad sergeant (Group 4). The 1SG will have paired 

all other juniors with the Supply Sergeant and R & D Sergeant (Group 5).   

The 1SG will divide the knob rooms among each of these five groups.  That way each group 

should have a block of about three or four knob rooms.   

Each group will enter the first knob room in their block of rooms and the cadre NCO will 

conduct a train-the-trainer exercise in which he trains each of the other juniors on how to conduct 

a MRI inspection of a room.  After that, each of the non-cadre juniors in the group will inspect 

one of the other knob rooms assigned that group and the cadre NCO group leader will evaluate 

their performance using the attached grade sheet.  The 4C will immediately correct any 

deficiencies noted by the inspector.  The 1SG will collect all the grade sheets at the end of the 

LTP, take any retraining action necessary, and turn the grade sheets into the TAC.   

  



LD 2-1 Grade Sheet (Annotate each subtask with GO or NO GO and comment as appropriate) 

Expectations: 

Inspector knocks, identifies himself, and enters the room correctly. 

Inspector greets the room occupants and states his reason and purpose of entering their room. 

Skills: 

Inspector identifies all Class II violations. 

Inspector identifies at least 80% of all Class III violations. 

Feedback: 

If the occupant is present, the inspector orally communicates his findings as he progresses 

through the inspection. 

If the occupant is not present, the inspector leaves a note outlining the findings. 

Consequences: 

Based on the performance, the inspector provides the appropriate oral or written correction or 

praise. 

The inspector either demonstrates physically or by explanation to the trainer that he can correctly 

fill out and process CC form 31 B (Consolidated Report-Room) and CC Form 53 (Performance 

Report). 

Growth: 

The inspector effectively communicates to the occupants how they can improve substandard 

performance and sustain above standard performance. 

The inspector provides some word of encouragement or motivation at the conclusion of the 

inspection. 

 

 

  


